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Round 3 and our first interstate trip for the season all the way to Pioneers Park for a late morning 
clash with the newly formed East Sydney/Maroubra, joint venture. Unlike most of the teams this 
club benefits from school holidays with most of their players returning from their Scott’s College off 
campus commitments. 

They started the season well with two convincing victories and this was going to be a tough game. In 
addition, we would be lining up without Bao, Christian and Bertie, meaning no one on the bench 

First Quarter: 

The first quarter and despite being beaten at the contest both in the middle and around the ground 
The Lights managed to work the ball forward purely through effort. Kody took an opportunistic 
mark, before managing a goal line teaser to get The Lights the first major for the day.  

That seemed to kick start the Doggies who raised the work ethic to a standard that we could not 
match. The backline was under siege and our midfield was not working hard enough defensively to 
help sustain the pressure. Nugget was everywhere repelling attacks whilst The Rock was awesome 
keeping his taller opponent well under wraps. The weight of supply eventually told with the Doggies 
registering the next two majors. 

Kody playing his usual head over the footy style game copped a knock and was forced off the ground 
to receive some attention 

The Lights reacted well finding a little more grunt in the middle. Ethan found another gear and Tom 
K had a run in the middle and started to take over driving the ball deep into The Lights forward line. 
Lachlan “Damo” Pauly swooped on a loose ball and using his speed finished in style to even up the 
scores. 

Again the Doggies responded by lifting the work rate finishing the quarter over the top of The Lights 
with the last two majors. 

At quarter time The Lights trailed 2.1.13 to 4.2.26 

Second Quarter 

The second quarter saw the Doggies take over the game. They were harder around the contest, 
moved the ball well on the outside and out worked The Lights with their run. 



Ethan was doing well around the ground until a shoulder injury halted his day. (wishing him a speedy 
recovery as we really missed his influence). 

The back line was under pressure but without the efforts of Will, Rhys, Nugget and The Rock the gap 
could have been greater. 

The only highlight for the quarter was a nice passage of play when Dan Kelly pinpointed a pass to 
Foggie on the run who then drilled a sweet 35m goal 

 

At half time The Lights trailed 3.5.23 to 8.5.53 

Third Quarter: 

The third quarter saw The Lights make a few enforced changes. With Ethan off to hospital Fraser 
went into the ruck, Kody was on light duties and resting up forward, which meant Noah had to carry 
the load at the contest. 

The fresher legs of the Doggies really came to the fore in this quarter and having those 4-5 players to 
rotate really impacted the game. 

Fraser was competing admirably in the ruck and whilst the efforts of Noah, Tom Foggie and Nuts 
were good at the contest once the ball got outside the Doggies were outrunning us on the spread.  

Connor and Jono were competing hard in defence whilst Nugget continued to gather possessions at 
will 

At the three quarter time break The Lights were trailing 6.5.41 to 12.9.81. 

Fourth Quarter: 

At the break I asked the boys for one last effort as this was now about pride and how they wanted to 
walk off the field. They were exhausted, outnumbered and had been outplayed, but to their credit 
they went out and played their best quarter of the game. 

Tom led by example working tirelessly all over the ground and was rewarded with a classy goal to 
get The Lights away. 

Dan Kelly popped up with his usual classy finish to register a second Lights goal before the often 
unheralded Josh Feneley took a nice running grab to kick truly for The lights third of the quarter 

When the final siren blew The Lights had been defeated 6.5.41 to 12.9.81. 

Coach 

 

 


